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ART REVIEW
New Mattress Factory show: It's bigger but not better
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The Mattress Factory's annual extravaganza/exhibition gets bigger and bigger every year. For
this fall's salon, some 200 artists filled the labrynthine space belonging to the Performance
Gallery with installations, paintings, sculpture, photographs and unnameable objects. Untold
numbers visited the place during its Saturday night opening -enough, I'm told, to cause a traffic
jam on Peachtree Street. Bigger, yes. But, unfortunately, not better. In fact, "For Fun and Profit"
is decidedly worse than its predecessors.

The Mattress Factory "tradition" began in 1983 when a small group of artists organized a show of their
work in an old (you guessed it) mattress factory. The work was good, and so was the response. The
Mattress Factory crowd became associated with spirit, artistic entrepreneurship, a sense of community and
good press. Expanding from a circle of friends to a totally open salon, the show has doubled in size each
year.

This past September, the Arts Festival welcomed this "alternative" crew into the fold. Ever energetic, Jack
Sinclair and Chuck Anderson, who spearheaded last year's show and the Arts Festival's juried exhibition,
also took on the herculean effort of organizing this year's sprawling affair.

Sprawl is one of its problems. The warren of little rooms that holds the show is the kind of place that you
know you'll never see all of. I'm sure that I missed a gem of a piece hung in a hallway I never found.
Heck, after trying to look at more than 300 works of art hung cheek by jowl in endless nooks and crannies,
I know that I missed works that I actually looked at.

However, sprawl is only a minor obstacle compared to the general quality of the work. I would willingly
have missed most of the work I did see. A large percentage of the entries were adolescent - at best, art
school competence put in service of very thin ideas; at worst, just plain incompetence. I'm no proponent of
Social Darwinism, but I must admit that the thought did cross my mind when I noted that the good work
was mostly by artists who have already made reptuations for themselves. There are no Schwabs-style
discoveries. The "unknowns" seem to be that way for good reason.

Too often, the artists did nothing more than reinvent the wheel. There were a few examples of early Pop -
trompe l'oeil food, a room filled with objects covered in leopard skin. Neo-Expressionism was a frequent
excuse for self-indulgence. To read "Adrian - Neo-Expressionistic art" on an artist's calling card, as if it
were a genre like portraiture, is a tragicomic experience.
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A fascination with the grisly was a leitmotif of the show. Perhaps the proximity to Hallowen inspired this
morbidity. Perhaps it's a punk sensiblilty. Whatever, it seemed gratuitous rather than a means to an end,
and it was pretty boring. It's not that artists did not put a lot of effort into their work. The installations
especially were quite involved, but they didn't amount to much in the way of substance. What is the point
of papering the wall with Enquirer-type nasties or building a graveyard, clever though it is?

It is particularly disappointing when an artist with the technical wherewithal of Tim Barrett devotes
himself to such subjects. In his trompe l'oeil painting of a highway, a squished squirrel is wired so that it
wiggles about in interminable death throes. (Sisyphus had it easy.). He repeats the theme in an adjacent
painting, though the child/victim is only implied rather than depicted. Is this a therapeutic repetition of a
tragic personal experience? A plea for careful driving? A metaphor fo r man in bureaucratic society? A
sick joke? Beats me. Perhaps the meaning is found in his piece, "Hunting for Art," which contains a
smiling man holding up a dead rodent by the tail.

Michael Venezia, an artist with an interesting and distinctive vision, supported the adage "less is more" by
submitting a painting in which his concerns were expanded and thereby diluted. His vocabulary and
painting style works better on a smaller scale. The novelty of the music boxes wears off when there are
three in one picture. The scale, the music boxes and the overdone juxtaposition of the "kings" (Christ,
Elvis and Martin Luther King Jr.) sink the painting into kitsch.

Here and there, an interesting work - Gene Allcott's and Susan Muse's paintings, for example - served as a
breath of fresh air, but my overwhelming response was that the come-one-come-all approach may have
peaked in effectiveness. Providing a sense of community has been one of the Mattress Factory's major
contributions. It has also been important as a vehicle for showing off Atlanta's alternative art scene. But
I'm not too happy with the thought that infrequent gallery-goers come away with the impression that this
is what it is.

"For Fun and Profit" may have been fun for the artists and opening-night visitors, but the "profit" part is
hard to imagine, especially for the viewer.

"For Fun and Profit." 1020 Crescent Ave. Through Nov. 23. 6-10 p.m. Friday; 2-7 p.m. weekends. Free.
584-0098. 
Photo: ROOM IN LEOPARD SKIN: One of the installations on view at the Mattress Factory show / Billy
Downs


